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Latest Results
C Grade

A Grade
Golden Grove

14

12

96

Golden Grove

31

21

207

Portland

15

4

94

Portland

1

6

12

D Grade—Forfeit

B Grade
Golden Grove

17

10

112

Golden Grove

10

0

60

Portland

7

5

47

Kenilworth

0

0

0

Under 18 Men

Women

Golden Grove

8

6

54

Golden Grove

5

7

37

Tea Tree Gully

12

8

80

Aldinga

0

0

0

Golden Grove

2

3

15

Mount Barker

14

16

100

Under 18 Women

Club News
Choc Boxes and Raffle Books

Rubbish

Please return by 30 June.

Over the past few weeks we have noticed there
has been quite a lot of rubbish being placed in our
recycling bins including bags of dog poo.

Drakes Supermarkets Community Dollars
Program
If you shop at Drakes please support the club by
taking a tag from the bar to swipe each time you
make a purchase.
For every $2 spent, 1c will be credited to GGFC.

As you can appreciate it is not fun wading through
rubbish and mouldy food to count our recycling
that ultimately helps our club’s fundraising.
The recycling bins are for bottles, cans and milk
containers only.

Club News
Quiz Night
All sold out! Looking forward to a fun night!
Changeroom upgrade
The upgrade in our player and umpire changerooms to unisex showers and private changing
areas is now complete and looking fantastic.
Many thanks to the generous grants from ORS
and SANFL Community.

GGFC is supporting Australian Clothing Recyclers.
Australian Clothing Recyclers specialise in the recycling of clothing, shoes, bags and other textiles.
Such efforts undertaken to implement this project will
hugely benefit the under privileged, where the clothing
donated would be made available to the world’s developing countries, delivered to them clean, and damage free.

Please make all donations into the Australian Clothing
Recyclers bin, at the entrance of the GGFC room.

“YOUR CONTRIBUTION = THEIR HOPE”

Under 7 Green
A haze of fog greeted our early arrival to Renown Park
to Play Fitzroy this morning, and we were missing Mason E, Lincoln, Jaxon and Brodie to start the game.
Having said that, our warm up was spot on, thanks to
Mike Shortt and Luke Day taking the kids on a solid run,
and Derek Mattner and Adam Tuckwell helping thoroughly prepare our kids for a hard contest. Gwen Tuckwell and Katie Day had all the prep sorted and we knew
well in advance who was coming and that Fitzroy needed 1 each quarter to top up.
The fill in roll was well supported by William (some 4 long kicks to team mates in 1 quarter!!!), Ethan (a couple of big
marks), Alexander and Taylor (a great hard ball get to start Fitzroy off for the last quarter), all whom had solid contributions for Fitzroy with all getting ruck taps, hard ball gets and long kicks for the opposition.
As good as our fill ins were for Fitzroy, the endeavor we showed meant that we were far too strong. Cooper played
his best game for the Green Kookies, getting plenty of hard ball, and Jacob K was crashing in more and more as
the game progressed. Wyatt, too, had his best game this season, getting at least 7 kicks and having several shots
at goal.
Our Kookies were winning the ruck and most of the hard ball opportunities and, along with Alexander being everywhere, Tucky mopping up all loose ball in defence and having some cracking clean marks, we had strong support
also from Hayden crashing in non stop and Jarvis constantly leading to space to provide run from the wing.
It was enjoyable, too, to see Caillin, who took so many good marks today, try a banana from the boundary that unluckily hit the post after practicing it at training on Thursday night. Dad, Derek, was proud on the sidelines but also
noted he would have slotted it back in the day!!!!
All the coaches agreed after the game that it was a case of “all played well” as our willingness to share and create is
growing week by week – well done Kookies…

Under 7 Gold
The last two games we have played Salisbury North away and Walkerville at home. We have been playing well as a
team and scoring heavily.

As a spectator who sits on the sidelines, I think it is fair to say that the future is looking great as our boys have
grown in skill, confidence and determination. Full credit to their fantastic coach! We have had many highlights in
both games:
Brady Borgas – His commitment to a mark and endeavour for the ball has seen him dominate in the marking statistics. He has managed 14 marks in the last two weeks.
Noah Hunter – His work in the middle, getting in and under after the ruck competition and running down the wing
has seen him drive the ball into the forward line on many occasions.
Owen Doyle – His precision kicking and finding players to hand pass to if they are in a better position has made
him a great team player.
Henry Brown – His kicking for goal is beyond his years. He can snap the ball from any angle. He has scored 5
goals in the last two games. He also shares the ball with team mates so they too can achieve success.
Tyler Graham – Everything is done with a beaming smile. He has been involved in the play over the last two
weeks, averaging three quality kicks a game and he has shown that he can take a good mark and kick the football
well.
Cooper Payne – Cooper is one of our strong boys who places himself in a great position to acquire the ball. He has
a booming kick and a great overhead mark. His stats in the last two games have been high in kicking efficiency and
marking.
Ethan Dempsey – Ethan has been going in at ground level and retrieving the ball. He puts his body on the line and
ensures that he is the one who comes out with the ball. His last game against Walkerville was outstanding.

Cailan Rachwal - Cailan is always involved in the play. He averages 6 kicks a game and he can be seen taking some good marks. He marked 6 against Walkerville on Saturday.
Noah Archer – Noah is one of our newest players who always looks like he is having fun and enjoying the opportunities. It was great to see his goal against Walkerville on the weekend and the crowd celebrated his second goal for
the season with him.
Luke Schulz – Luke is a great team player who encourages others and uses his voice to attract the attention of his
team mates. He has had some great stats this year and has been marking the ball well. He has a straight kick and
often one of our highest goal scorers.
Dane Braunack – Dane is a talented player who always makes the most of his kicks. Of late, he has been running
hard to retrieve the ball and scored a great goal against Salisbury North. He is a fantastic team player who says
encouraging words to many of the boys.
Reuben Slater – Reuben had an awesome game against Walkerville. He took 2 great marks and had a game high
of 5 kicks. He has been working hard and it is showing in his statistics.
Mitchell Weaving – He is great at reading the play. He is often marking the ball well and kicking for goals with his
big right foot kick.
Riley Pilgrim - The chocolates seem to be working! His last two games have been the best of the season
thus far. He scored a great goal against Walkerville and his work rate has tripled as he received many kicks and
marks against Salisbury North.
Declan Kells - Declan has an all-round fantastic game. He makes an impression on the game every week whether
it be with his great defence skills, ruck work in the middle or offensive marks and booming goal kicking. He scored 3
against Salisbury North but that has become the norm.

Owen Mann – Owen joined us late but he has been making an impression each week he plays. He often has four
kicks to his name for the game and this week he took 2 great marks.
Eli Peterson – Eli has been involved in many plays in the last couple of weeks. He has been kicking with confidence and he took a great mark over the opposition’s head on the weekend.
Dylan Farrelly - Dylan is one of our quieter players but he has been letting his football skills do the talking. He took
a great mark and had 3 efficient kicks on the weekend against Walkerville.
Kannon Curtis – Although Kannon did not play this week, against Salisbury North he was very involved in the play.
He made sure that he retrieved the ball and produced two good kicks that ultimately ended in a goal for our team.
As you can see, we have a great team with some fantastic skills developing. Well done Golden Grove Gold! Keep
up the great footy!

Under 8 Blue
After a week off, U8 Blue returned to Harpers Field to play Mawson Lakes. Conditions
were almost perfect and a large crowd was on hand to support the boys. Numbers were
initially quite strong, however illness unfortunately saw a couple unable to play and with
Mawson Lakes only having 13, we were able to have a couple kids fill in for them and line
up against their Kookaburra mates. Jackson was our captain for the day and chose to kick
toward the Southern end. During the warmup, the boys certainly appeared to have lots of
energy and appeared ready to go.

The main focus areas for the game were: Applying pressure when the opposition had the
ball, being first to the ball and team work.
As the first quarter commenced, the boys in the midfield were very busy with Jackson,
Patrick and Brandon all being involved early to move the ball into our forward lines. In the
forward lines great pressure from Ryan, Blake and Callum ensured that we were able to
score multiple goals. Down the other end of the field, the boys in defence weren’t kept that
busy due to the pressure and work ethic from the midfield however it was great to see that
all of the boys kept to the focus areas and manned up for the entire quarter and ensured
that the Mawson Lakes forwards didn’t receive any easy possessions. As the first quarter
concluded, the U8 Blue boys came together for a quick drink and changes to the team. The break also gave the
coaching staff an opportunity to highlight some great pressure acts and team work across the oval, this was clearly
our best start to a game for the season.

The second quarter commenced with Lochy and Sam both winning possessions from great endeavour and pressure. Blake also highlighted great speed and was able to move the ball deep into our forward line. Tight defending
from Mawson Lakes meant that there were no easy possessions. Our forwards including Jamison, Austyn and Jacob all applied significant pressure which ensured the ball stayed in our forward line. As the quarter went on, Mawson Lakes were able to move the ball through some good ball movement into their forward lines Louis, Brandon and
Brady all provided significant which resulted in us being able to win possession. Just prior to the half time break,
Harry took a very strong mark and landed quite heavily. It was great to see him, despite being a little winded,
bounce back up and take his kick to move the ball deep into our forward line. The half time siren sounded which
gave everyone and chance to have a quick drink, I also highlighted to the boys and parents around the special effort
from Harry, it was a very gutsy mark and it was great to see all the boys get around and encourage him.
After the halftime break the boys started well with Jayden and Kye both moving the ball deep into our forward lines
with strong kicks. In the forward lines, Brady and Jackson were both quite busy, it was great to see Jackson bring
others into the game by handballing to Louis for goal. Down the other end of the field, Callum appeared extra fresh
after the break with considerable energy and pressure from the start. As the quarter went on Lochy, Sam and Blake
were also busy and won multiple possessions by applying great pressure. The siren sounded to bring the third quarter to an end, the boys came together and appeared full energy and ready to go after a quick drink.
The last quarter commenced with great footy being played by both teams. In the midfield Jackson, Rylie and Louis
continued to run and worked together to move the ball into our forward lines. In the forward lines it was pleasing to
see that boys stuck to the 3-2 formation, good ball movement from the midfield provided opportunities for Jamison,
Joshua and Patrick all be involved in scoring great team goals. As the quarter went on Austyn and Jayden were
both busy in defence and it was great to see the Frencham boys work well together. As the final siren blew, we congratulated the other team for a great game and then sang the club song.
Today, I feel that we played our best game as a team, we again played a well experienced team however we were
able to stick to the focus areas and things that we have been working on at training. The improvement from all since
our first game has been amazing. I would again like thank all that assisted with the game in particular Daniel and
Scott who greatly assisted with marshalling and motivating the boys. Next week, we are on the road to face Salisbury North. GO BURRAS!

Under 10 Blue
A perfect day for footy, taking on Salisbury West. We are at a point in our footy where we are asking for 100% input
and effort from our young Burras. Commitment to Themselves, the Team and the Club.
Captain Mikey lead us out this week and after shy-ish start to the game he really presented and gave us all an insight into what he can achieve! Mikey started punching through defenders in an effort to win the footy and was able
to get clear for a few kicks. It shows that once we start approaching our game with a bit of intensity and effort, we
are well and truly capable of winning our own share of the ball. Likewise, we saw the same from players like Richo,
Brodz, NateDog and James. It was like a switch is suddenly flicked and they come alive and lift. Playing with that
type of desire to win from the opening bounce to the final siren will provide a positive result and our confidence will
flourish.
Seeing Richo become a contest winner from the third quarter onward, Brodz running in to lay goal saving smothers,
Nate dancing his way out of a back flank and James steaming in, head over the footy doing as instructed, is so
rewarding. Josh is continuing to work on his development. We're working on pushing his glass ceiling limits and
belief in himself. His work to propel the footy forward, push up the ground and become the end product of a team
goal, highlights just how much hard effort pays off. That type of feeling is impossible to bottle and we all love it. It's
addictive. Some other key highlights were an Austin Smart running through half forward and laying off a quality left
foot kick into the forward line. Should be proud of yourself and know coaches see those types of things!
Lethal Lee single-handedly keeping our side in touch with the opposition in the first and second quarters. He was
very impressive and continues his good form from previous weeks. All players utilising the whole goal square to
kick the ball back into play! Looking forward to next weeks' clash against Broadview! Go Burras!

Under 11 Red
Round 6: It was perfect conditions to take on Athelstone at
Athelstone this week. It was a special game this week, being Harrison Lawlor’s 50th game for the Golden Grove football club and
we were very determined to get the win. Harry led the team out as
captain with Jakson Ray as the vice captain, the boys won the
toss and we quickly got into the match. Harry started on fire leading from the front was dominating in the full forward position slotting through a goal early. Jakson Ray also had an outstanding
match when in the second quarter took a low diving mark (that
Adam Gilchrest would have been proud of) on a tight angle went
back with a conventional drop punt and just missed. Great games
from both Harry and Jakson!
This was an important match and we knew that we had to get a good start in the first quarter and it was great to see
Tom Stevens leading from the front all day ensuring we got the first tap to advantage all day. Tom not only got the
first tap but worked hard around the ground on one occasion taking a running the ball down the centre hitting a forward on the chest. But it was as equally impressive to see that we were taking advantage of the ruck taps with
Danyle Dobie and Tyson Durdin constantly getting the clearances out of the middle for us. Tyson Durdin played
hard all day even though he had a very sore toe from an in ground toe nail and when Tys had his toe stomped on in
the third quarter it was time to have a rest for the day. Danyle Dobie had an awesome match taking big marks,
working hard around the ground and when he got the chance to kick the goal in the third quarter slotted it through
easily.
It was really good to see the boys string some good play together when Harry was able to centre the ball to the second square from the boundary line and Daniel Hewitt marked and goaled. Daniel had a great game running hard
and laid some particularly courage’s tackles that ensured Athelstone could not get the ball out of the midfield. Great
Game Daniel!
Although we were out to a good start it was important that we maintained our work rate and continued to play tight
footy in the second quarter. However the second quarter did not go our way with Athelstone out scoring us 1 goal 1
point to 3 points. It was the toughness of our defence that held us in the match and prevented Athelstone kicking
more goals and it was Kalan Weaving and Talan Cooper that owned the back line. Kalan continued his great form
attacking the ball head on, busting through packs and delivering the ball up forward with pinpoint accuracy. Talan
was the leader of the backline, last man in defence, it was Talan who defended brilliantly spoiling the ball to the
ground on every occasion and with run and pace took the ball with confidence cleared the ball out of danger regularly. Great game to both Talan and Kalan! Apologies for mixing their names occasionally!
With only one goal up our sleeve at half time we knew we had to continue working hard and break open the game.
Before the game started we discussed the importance of the forward line locking the ball in and making sure that we
contested every opportunity to ensure the ball did not rebound quickly. Declan Braybrook, Josh Richter and Riley
Sewell all delivered with a fighting spirit that ensured that the ball was not released easily. Particularly Josh Richter
who worked hard at the bottom of the packs and doing all the right things like Sheppard’s and smothers that allowed
us to get the ball moving throughout the forward line. But it was Tyson Hartmann and Jai Arnold who hard running
work rate that enabled some cleaver passages of play. On one occasion Tyson kicked long to Harry hitting him on
the chest who then with a sweeping handball to Jai and then Jai with pin point accuracy hit Lachlan Giles on the
chest. Tyson was able to kick a great goal in the third quarter that help stabilise the team and went on to kicking 2
for the match. Great game Tyson!
Once again it was our defence that stood tall again and again giving us first usage of the football. Luke Scott and
Michael Tarzia were relentless on their player, the previous week we had played too loose on our opponents. But
this week both Luke and Michael led from the front not giving an inch, Luke on one occasion in a one on one contest bustled his opponent out of the way took the ball and hit an opponent straight on the chest. Great games Luke
and Michael! Even though we had applied some scoreboard pressure the match was still in the balance and Lachlan Giles had been playing a tough match at centre half forward. Lachlan demonstrated his strong overhead marking and burst of pace regularly giving us a huge target to hit on the half forward line. It was unfortunate that Lachy
came down awkwardly in the third quarter having to be rested during the fourth quarter.
The score was 4 goals 7 points Golden Grove to 2 goals 1 point Athelstone going into the last quarter. Kaya Allan
and Alex Pengilly sprung to life hitting the ball hard and were consistently at the bottom of the packs holding up the
play. But the match was not over and it was great to see the never say die attitude displayed from Brodie Leisavineks and Xander Mossop who both played fantastic games of the half backlines, Xander’s pace and ability to position himself a kick behind the play was excellent and Brodie continued to take big marks around the ground and not
only get a long kick forward, but really pin pointed players in better positions. Great games Xander and Brodie!
We were looking for the boys to dig deep to finish the game off It was great to see Cael Gursoy attack the ball furiously all day. On one occasion Cael used his blistering pace to get to the contest knock his opponent off the ball

gather the ball and deliver to the forward line. Cael’s work rate up and down the ground was outstanding his ability
to get back and help the defender showed true team spirit. But it was Sam Rudd who had his best game for the
year. We discussed the importance of Sam laying some big tackles before the match and boy did he deliver. Sam’s
effort with his tackling was outstanding, on one occasion running down an opponent from 5 metres away capturing
him for holding the ball. Sam had a great day and in the last quarter finished with a nice goal to seal of his day.
Final Scores
Golden Grove 6.8.44
Athelstone 2.1.13
Round 7: This week the U11s were lucky enough to have
Golden Grove Football Club star Adelaide Crows player Troy Menzel
have an inspirational chat to the boys at training on Wednesday
night. It was great that Troy’s down to earth conversation demonstrated to the boys that with a little hard work anything can happen.

So inspired by Troy’s comments we took on Broadview at Broadview
on the Friday night. It was always going to be a tough match as
Broadview were on the same position as us on the ladder three wins
each. But we were playing for some very special reasons this week;
we were wearing black arm bands for the passing of Michael’s Dad
and Brodie’s Grandpa and much loved family member of
Leisavnieks family, of which Brodie played his heart out - at one
stage in the third quarter did not lose a ruck tap and was running
with an extra spring his step.
On top of this we had the special games of Declan Braybrook and Lachlan Giles 50th games for the Golden Grove
football club and we were very determined to get the win. Declan led the team onto the ground as captain with
Lachy as vice-captain, both boys led from the front all day and it was Delcan who opened the game up early for us.
Declan’s demonstrated how dangerous he is as a forward flanker when gathering the ball on the left side of his
body kicking the ball forward opening up our forward line with precision accuracy. Lachlan had a real spring in his
step, further stepping up this week, on one occasion taking a huge mark over head and getting the ball forward hitting Jakson Ray straight on the chest. Great games Lachlan and Declan!
We started the first quarter with a goal of making sure we got off
to a great start and then more importantly play four good quarters
of footy. The first quarter started with the midfield players Tyson
Hartmann and Tyson Durdin winning the ball out of the middle
and with raw pace burst out of the packs getting the ball forward
to our forward line and before long we had our first goal on the
board with Harry Lawlor snapping the ball straight through the
middle. Harry demonstrated his football smarts, always getting in
the right position and with great work rate dominated all night. But
the match was swinging in the balance with Broadview bringing
the ball down quickly looking dangerous. It was our backline that
held strong with Luke Scott, Talan Cooper and Michael Tarzia
ensuring that no goals were scored on the last line of defence – in fact this backline has ensured no goals scored
against us in the last two matches. These three players are relentless in manning up, the way they defend and
chase back sometimes 4 on 2 and always winning the footy is truly inspiring to the rest of the team.
Tom Stevens dominated the ruck and it was great to see what we had been asking Tom to do at training really pay
off when he pushed hard off an opposition player took the ball and slotted through the goal, Tom finished the game
with 2 goals. The second quarter was tight our team play was exceptional and at times we moved the ball cleanly
down the ground. Jackson Ray played a true team game all night with one occasion gathering the ball cleanly handballing the Lachlan Giles who passed the ball straight to Tom who kicked our only goal for the quarter. Although we
only kicked one goal we really did have the majority of the play and it was exciting to see Sam Rudd playing so
hard. Sam had a role to play on the night making sure he push down the ground one kick from the play and he
played the role brilliantly, Sam’s ability to listen to instruction is outstanding and on another occasion laid a critical
tackle.
The message to the forward line players was clear, make sure we hold the ball in the forward line and it was Joshua
Richter and Riley Sewell who truly tackle like their life depended on it. Both players locked the ball in, laid big Sheppard’s and were the main reason that the ball did not go down Broadview’s end keeping them scoreless during the
quarter. It was important that we maintained the same pressure in the third quarter and it was excellent to see Alex
Pengilly and Daniel Hewitt continue their good form from previous weeks both players tackling was outstanding and
on one occasion Daniel ran 20 meters to get to the contest a lay the perfect tackle being awarded holding the ball.
When Broadview was applying forward pressure Daniel got back tacking a big mark on the last line. Alex ran hard
all night and it was excellent to see the effort that Alex has been putting in at training really pay off. Alex was able to
pick the ball up at full speed and with a pin point pass hit another Burra on the chest.

The game was still tight and all though we had the score on the Broadview kept fighting. Jai Arnold has continued to
impress all season and this week was no difference, Jai played a tough game through the middle of the ground and
it was Jai who got the ball out of the middle kicking the ball forward out in front of Tyson Hartmann allowing Tyson
to kick the goal. Kaya Allan, Danyle Dobie, Marin Barlow and Cael Gursoy started the fourth quarter on fire. Kaya
started on the forward line pushing up the ground and working back was lucky to not score the first goal early.
Danyle Dobie worked got the ball consistently out the middle tacking big marks around the ground, it was great to
see Danyle bust through the pack dodge and weave a couple of the Broadview players and sweep the handball out
to Cael on the wing. Cael played one of his best matches for the year with his hard attack of the football from the
wing left his opposition player for dead. It was a shame that Cael could convert when Jakson handballed to Cael
from the mark, Cael ran hard through the contest and just missed the goal. Great game Cael!
Marin’s played is usual hard running accountable football, dishing out handballs from the bottom of the packs, giving
us first use of the ball. Kalan Weaving has been a real leader this season particularly off the half back flank and it
was no different this week, with Kalan running of the backline Broadview had no chance to score. It was exciting in
the last quarter when Kalan got the chance to go forward taking the handball and making the goal seem effortless.
Another great game Kalan! But the night belonged to Xander Mossop who had the ball on a string all night. Xander’s attack on the football was brilliant and his team play with strong sheppard’s ensured we controlled the game.
In the last quarter Xander slotted a goal on a very tough angle and it was great to see the boys get around him and
celebrate.
I would like to thank all of the great parent support on the night, particularly Bradley Richter (Josh’s brother) who
help setup and run our warmup drill and also ran water. Thanks Bradley!
Final Scores
Golden Grove 6.7.37
Broadview 0.2.2
Goals - Tom Stevens 2, Tyson Hartmann 1, Kalan Weaving 1, Xander Mossop, Harrison Lawlor 1

Application for Social Membership
Fee for 2017 - $35 Single or $60 Family
($1.00 off for alcoholic drinks and 50c off non-alcoholic drinks)
To be forwarded with application to: Golden Grove Football Club,
PO Box 1238, Golden Grove Village, SA, 5125
Website: ggfc.com.au
Surname:___________________________________________________________
Given Names:________________________________________________________
Address:____________________________________________________________
Contact Number:_______________________Mobile:_________________________
Email address:________________________________________________________
Date:________________________________Signed:_________________________
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